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Earth is dying. Humanity prepares for the next step. One girl may hold the key to survival. 

As mankind clings to life in space habitats above their dying home, 17-year-old Kaci Lee is hopeful of the future. After all, 
she worked countless hours to get her space pilot’s license, the first of many meticulously-planned lifetime goals. She’s 
well on her way to achieving everything she’s ever wanted. 

Unforeseen dangers during a routine recycling mission force Kaci to land on the mostly-evacuated Earth. Surprisingly, 
she meets Abishai on the planet’s surface, the handsome son of a famous and mentally-unstable scientist, Dr. Kincaid. 
Together, Kaci and Abishai must survive in the face of radiation sickness and a freak superstorm. Little do they know that 
Abishai’s father possesses the greatest danger of them all. 

Dr. Kincaid has a secret. A secret that could kill Kaci. A secret that could wipe what’s left of the human race. 

Recycling Humanity is the first book in a YA sci-fi dystopian series that features intergalactic action, surprising plot 
twists, compelling characters, and a kick-ass female heroine. If you liked The 100, The Lunar Chronicles, or The Partials 
Sequence, then you’ll love this new space adventure. 

Buy the book to start this exciting new series today!

Recycling Humanity
Wendy Lynn Clark

Starlight Max
Wendy Lynn Clark

A prisoner. A pilot. A world that’s lost without their help. 

Kindra Ara thought that working for the deranged Dr. Kincaid would help buy her way to freedom. Without parents to turn 
to, Kindra and her autistic best friend Alix formed a family and dreamed of their own spaceship to live on. When Kindra 
learns of Kincaid’s dangerous plans with a stolen cache of weapons, he sends her far away from Alix to the secure cryo-
prison Starlight Max. It’s only after waking up out of stasis she realizes Kincaid has stolen two years of her life. 

A Commander with a secret agenda breaks Kindra out of prison; an agenda that will bring her face-to-face with Jupiter 
Station pilot Kaci Lee. Together, Kindra and Kaci must rescue the other orphans Kincaid enslaved while stopping the 
unstable scientist from putting mankind’s migration plan in danger. Without their help, humanity may soon breathe its final 
breath. 

Starlight Max is the second book in a YA sci-fi dystopian series that features interstellar action, captivating suspense, and 
a pairing of two tough-as-nails female heroines you won’t want to miss. If you like The Lunar Chronicles, The 100, or The 
Partials Sequence, you’ll love the second installment in Heather Dyer’s action-packed space adventure. 

Buy Starlight Max to continue the interstellar series today!
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A princess without tact. A bodyguard without fear. Their love could destroy a planet…

Cosima isn’t a typical princess. She’s always felt much more comfortable in deep space mines and running the space 
station orbiting her home planet of Sidonia. When her father compels her to marry a nasty prince to save their planet from 
approaching mercenaries, she wants nothing more than to run away for good. 

Paul Remi watched the woman of his dreams die in battle beside him. Assigned to Cosima’s side to ward off frequent 
assassination attempts, the war-torn soldier has a new challenge: putting up with a willful and spoiled princess.

As the wedding approaches, Cosima develops feelings for her bodyguard. The fate of Sidonia is in her hands. Will she 
choose duty or love? Sacrifice or hope? Her people… or him?

Her Sword, Her Shield is a young adult sci-fi romance filled with action and suspense. If you like explosive battles, clean 
romance, and a fast-paced plot, then you’ll love a tale that pits survival against the desires of the heart. 

Buy Her Sword, Her Shield to start the action-packed romance today

Her Sword, Her Shield
Richard Fox

Starlight Max
Wendy Lynn Clark

A prisoner. A pilot. A world that’s lost without their help. 

Kindra Ara thought that working for the deranged Dr. Kincaid would help buy her way to freedom. Without parents to turn 
to, Kindra and her autistic best friend Alix formed a family and dreamed of their own spaceship to live on. When Kindra 
learns of Kincaid’s dangerous plans with a stolen cache of weapons, he sends her far away from Alix to the secure cryo-
prison Starlight Max. It’s only after waking up out of stasis she realizes Kincaid has stolen two years of her life. 

A Commander with a secret agenda breaks Kindra out of prison; an agenda that will bring her face-to-face with Jupiter 
Station pilot Kaci Lee. Together, Kindra and Kaci must rescue the other orphans Kincaid enslaved while stopping the 
unstable scientist from putting mankind’s migration plan in danger. Without their help, humanity may soon breathe its final 
breath. 

Starlight Max is the second book in a YA sci-fi dystopian series that features interstellar action, captivating suspense, and 
a pairing of two tough-as-nails female heroines you won’t want to miss. If you like The Lunar Chronicles, The 100, or The 
Partials Sequence, you’ll love the second installment in Heather Dyer’s action-packed space adventure. 

Buy Starlight Max to continue the interstellar series today!
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Four first-year wizarding students are the world’s only chance at stopping an unimaginable evil…

Feisty Aussie twins Jonathan and Penny Lake come from a long line of powerful wizards. They should’ve known they’d 
have to follow in their ancestors’ footsteps by saving the world!

The dastardly Blotmorgue family dabbles in the dark arts, much to the dismay of the attendees of the Lakes’ School of 
Wizardry. When a powerful relic, the Hourglass of Lochleigh, is revealed to the world, Baron Blotmorgue seeks control of 
the Hourglass at all costs. His reckless pursuit of power can only lead to disaster.

Jonathan and Penny must join with Yuri, an Australian Aboriginal, and Seana, a distant English relative, if they want any 
chance of stopping the Blotmorgues. The young wizards-in- training must combat the evil of the Hourglass or the world as 
they know it will be consumed by darkness.

The Rock and the Rainbow Serpent is the first book in the Kingdom of Wizards young adult fantasy series. If you like 
magic, suspense, and mystery, then you’ll love Vicky McGahey’s debut novel!

Buy The Rock and the Rainbow Serpent to follow a new school of wizards today!

The Rock and the Rainbow Serpent
Vicky McGahey

Wooly Meets the Chickens
Susanne Blumer

Can a dog and a chicken become best friends?

It’s Wooly’s first day at Huckleberry Farm, and he can’t wait to make some friends. When he hears the rooster crowing, he 
knows the chickens are the perfect animals for the job.

Butterscotch, the leader of the chicken coop, isn’t so sure. After all, who ever heard of a big dog becoming friends with an 
entire flock of chickens? He just won’t stand for it.

Can Wooly convince Butterscotch to give friendship a try?

Take your child on an adventure with Wooly the dog as he discovers how unique and interesting chickens can be! If 
you and your children love colorful farm stories, adorable animals, and endearing characters, then you’ll love Susanne 
Blumer’s chicken and dog tale.

Buy Wooly and the Chickens to start the illustrated and informative journey today!

Walker the Goose: A Search for Family
Susanne Blumer

One sad goose searches for a friend. Will she ever find a happy companion?

Walker the goose is very lonely. She knows the best way to beat loneliness is to find a new best friend. As she searches 
an entire farm for friendship among the cows, sheep, and pigs, Walker realizes it’s not just a partner she wants. She 
needs a family to be truly happy.

Walker The Goose: The Search For A Family is an illustrated children’s book based on a true story that your kids will love. 
If you and your kids like colorful pictures, adorable animals, and an endearing story, then you’ll want to read Walker’s tale 
over and over again.

Buy Walker The Goose to see one lonely animal live out her dream today!
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A teenage superhero. A mind-altering menace. An escalating war.

Between fighting crime, ignoring the growing Go Home Alien movement and fielding recruitment offers from the federal 
government, Ted’s world is growing more complicated by the day. His one saving grace is his budding romance with Erica 
LaPlante, a light soul from another world in the form of his dream girl.

Erica is falling for Ted too, but she’s also keeping secrets from him to preserve her mission. As Ted, Erica and the rest of 
the team cope with the fallout from their battle against the dark souls, a new evil ascends on the town with the ability to 
control what they think, see and feel.

Erica’s secrets may hold the key to winning the battle but revealing them could sacrifice the war.

Mind Over Easy is the second novel in a YA sci-fi/fantasy series that features breathtaking action, frightening horror, 
laugh-out-loud humor and a hint of romance. Author Bryan Cohen continues to adapt his love for Buffy the Vampire Slayer 
and all things Joss Whedon in the second book of the Ted Saves the World Series.

Buy Mind Over Easy to continue the edge-of-your-seat series today!

Mind Over Easy
Bryan Cohen

Ted Saves the World
Bryan Cohen

Murderous thugs. A possessed cheerleader. Good thing this nerd has superpowers.

100+ five-star reviews. Start the superheroic series today!

Ted Finley was your typical, wise-cracking teenager, until an otherworldly force gave him abilities beyond his wildest 
dreams. After an unintended public display of his powers, he’s become an instant celebrity and the target of a gang of 
undead thugs.

Sixteen-year-old Erica LaPlante was six-feet-under when a blast of blue light brought her body back to life. Armed with the 
consciousness of a fierce warrior, Erica must keep her teenage urges at bay to protect the newfound hero.

When sparks fly between Ted and Erica, Erica wants nothing more than to hide who she really is and the dangerous 
mission they must face. But when their school comes under attack, Ted and Erica must use everything at their disposal to 
save their friends, the town and... well, the world.

Ted Saves the World is a YA sci-fi/fantasy novel that features fast-paced action, terrifying horror, side-splitting comedy and 
a touch of romance. Author Bryan Cohen has watched every episode of Buffy the Vampire Slayer and it shows in the first 
book of his new series.

Click the Buy Now button to download Ted for free today!
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As the barriers between worlds start to crumble, superhero Ted Finley must battle his greatest enemy yet.

After a summer spent protecting the vulnerable from natural disasters, Ted couldn’t be more excited to return home for 
his senior year of high school. While he dreams of training with and dating his protector, Erica LaPlante, life as a teenage 
superhero continues to get harder. A cunning presidential candidate, a disgruntled gatekeeper between realms, and two 
familiar villains threaten to end Ted and Erica’s mission, as well as the world.

When a new and powerful enemy emerges, Ted and Erica must choose their allies wisely to keep a deadly army at bay. If 
they fail, the people they know and love will find themselves on a planet-wide battlefield.

Portal Combat is the third novel in a YA sci-fi/fantasy series that features action-packed fight scenes, terrifying villains, 
witty banter, and a pinch of heart. Author Bryan Cohen’s Ted Saves the World Series continues to grow in scope and 
excitement in his third installment.

Buy Portal Combat to continue the thrilling superhero series today!

Portal Combat
Bryan Cohen

After passing through the portal to another realm, Ted Finley must put his trust in unlikely allies to survive.

The Realm of Souls is a war zone, and Ted and Natalie are behind enemy lines. Badly injured and powerless, the two 
strangers to a new world must rely on a mysterious woman and her village to live to see another day.

Erica LaPlante is down to her second-to-last option. Only a coordinated effort from Jennifer, Dhiraj, Travis and the rest of 
the gang will keep Erica from her last resort: death and regeneration. But fugitives at large can’t hide forever, and some of 
them won’t live long enough to clear their names.

The Light, the Dark and the Ugly is the fourth novel in a YA Sci-Fi Fantasy series that features exhilarating combat, deadly 
foes, sharp humor, and a little romance. Author Bryan Cohen’s Ted Saves the World series breaks darker ground in a 
chilling, action-packed fourth installment.

Buy The Light to journey into a mysterious new world today!

The Light, the Dark, and the Ugly
Bryan Cohen
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Veil to the Chief
Bryan Cohen

A hero trapped. A deadly game. One decision could end the world…

Ted Finley isn’t himself. Enslaved in his own mind, he’s forced to live the life of his greatest enemy.

Erica LaPlante has lost hope. The treaty that torched her purpose may destroy everything she loves as well.

As Natalie Dormer fights her demons and Jennifer Norris considers a new definition of family, Earth’s greatest threat 
looms large.

And this threatening villain is about to recruit a powerful ally.

Fractured and frail, if Ted and his friends can’t work together, the world will come apart at the seams.

Veil to the Chief is the fifth book in the Ted Saves the World saga, a series of YA superhero novels. If you like incredible 
superpowers, bloodthirsty villains, and friends who must fight like a family, then you’ll love Bryan Cohen’s latest entry in 
the heart-pounding high school thrill ride.

Buy Veil to the Chief to continue Ted’s journey today!

The Soul Choice
Bryan Cohen

The story of every Chosen One begins with a choice…

Ted Finley is the living soul, a human imbued with powerful abilities meant to save the world. But Ted wasn’t always the 
first choice for the job.

When Ted wakes up in a seemingly impossible scenario, he has no idea he’s in the first phase of a trial that will test his 
heroism. Three candidates enter the test, but only one will be deemed worthy of the power.

It doesn’t take long to identify the top candidate to keep the world alive: Ted’s ex-girlfriend Natalie!

The Soul Choice is a prequel novella to the Ted Saves the World series, a saga of sci-fi fantasy novels. If you like page-
turning action, blood-curdling horror, witty one-liners, and a dash of romance, then you’ll love this novella and the series at 
large. Check out The Soul Choice to learn how the tale truly began.

Buy the book to get Ted’s whole story today!


